
Puffins 

11.5.2020 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Wellbeing 

 

Yoga (cosmic kids yoga), board games, watering plants, crafts, making meals with adults, learning a new skill (plait hair, tie 

shoelaces, tell the time), drawing, painting, colouring, Lego, write a letter/ email, draw a picture for an elderly relative/ friend 

and role-play (dolls, dinosaurs, dressing up and shops etc.) 

 

Phonics 

sound of 

the day 

20 mins 

See daily slide 

a-e 

 

make a cake 

See daily slide 

e-e 

 

extreme athlete 

See daily slide 

i-e 

 

nice smile 

See daily slide 

o-e 

 

phone home 

See daily slide 

u-e 

 

huge brute 

Maths 

30 minutes 

a day 

Songs- 

counting by 

2’s, 5’s, 3’s, 

10’s 

Sing songs  

Addition 

See Maths PowerPoint- adding 

the pictures of turnips to find 

the total. 

Sing songs 

Mathletics activities 

(addition) 

Sing songs 

Subtraction 

See Maths PowerPoint- 

subtracting the pictures of 

turnips to find the total. 

Sing songs 

Mathletics activities  

(subtraction) 

Sing songs 

 

Addition and subtraction 

Mental arithmetic.  
(See Powerpoint) 

 
 

English 

 

The Enormous Turnip 
1. Listen to the story 

read by Mrs Smith or 

read your own if you 

have a copy. 

2. Answer the reading 

comprehension 

questions with an 

adult.  

The Enormous Turnip 

Chunk the story 

What happened at the 

start, middle and end? 

Draw a picture to show 

the start, middle and 

end. Write a short 

sentence for each. 

The Enormous _______ 

Change the vegetable. 

What will you choose? 

Watch Mrs Smith’s story 

map video.  

Create your own story 

map using your new 

vegetable.  

The Enormous ______ 

Write a sentence for 

each picture on your 

story map. When 

sequenced, these 

sentences should 

retell the story of 

The Enormous ______ 

The Enormous ______ 

Final copy! Make a 

book and rewrite your 

story. Make sure you 

use perfect 

punctuation, super 

spellings and fabulous 

letter formation! 

Topic  
 

Art 

Make character puppets to retell The Enormous Turnip 

Science 

Draw and label parts of a turnip in the ground (plus other vegetables/ plants if you want to!) 

Find out how turnips grow. What do they need? 



Reading 

2 x 15 

minutes a 

day 

1. Share a story, read to a teddy, read to a sibling, read on video call to a grandparent or video yourself reading and send 

it to Mrs Smith on Seesaw!  

2. The Enormous Turnip reading comprehension (See English) 

 
Don’t forget, reading is really important! Please continue to access Oxford Owl to read eBooks. Also, share a story every day and generally 

encourage your child to read as much as possible. This can include comics, shopping lists, recipes... 

 

Handwriting Daily practise of handwriting as part of phonics (joined letters, ideally)  

 
https://www.teachhandwriting.co.uk/continuous-cursive-beginners-choice-4.html 

 

PE  Daily PE with Joe (The Body Coach TV –YouTube) 9am every day!  

 
 

https://www.teachhandwriting.co.uk/continuous-cursive-beginners-choice-4.html

